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This article provides an overview of the spatial development of office building produc-
tion in Brussels over the past fifty years. Due to the disappearance of agricultural and 
industrial jobs, most of the people who work in the Region now work in offices (two-
thirds of the 724,000 workers). The continual spatial expansion of areas occupied by 
offices is symbolic of the development of the service sector as well as the economic 
prosperity of the capital, but is also an element of its fragility and complexity. The his-
torical analysis of office building production reveals a spatial development which is 
centrifugal, asymmetrical and polycentric.
The present study – initiated by the activities of the Review of office property (office 
monitoring centre) – was conducted in the framework of the collective work published 
by the Studies and Planning Department of the Ministry of the Brussels-Capital Re-
gion, entitled Bruxelles, ses bureaux, ses employés. It includes approximately twenty 
contributions, an original cartography and rich illustrations, and examines the many 
facets of a phenomenon which has greatly influenced the history of Brussels since the 
post-war years.
Christian Dessouroux holds a doctorate in geography and is a researcher at the Institut de 
Gestion de l’Environnement et d’Aménagement du Territoire at the Université Libre de Bruxelles. 
He became interested in the role of public spaces in contemporary urban policies in Europe 
(doctoral thesis) before conducting research on the urbanistic development of Brussels in the 
19th and 20th centuries, published under the title Espaces partagés, espaces disputés – 
Bruxelles, une capitale et ses habitants (2008). His interest in cartographic analysis and urban 
history has led him to contribute to several publications on urbanistic policies, transport and the 
history of Brussels. He recently coordinated a collective work with Michel De Beule entitled Brux-
elles, ses bureaux, ses employés.
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Introduction
The development of the administrative function and the related growth in the surface 
area of offices1 in Brussels reflects the significance of societal changes during the 
post-war years. Within a period of 50 years, the office stock has changed consid-
erably, with its surface area having increased more than tenfold and its area of im-
plantation having spread beyond the regional boundaries. This evolution has had a 
major impact on the city, from an urbanistic as well as an economic and social point 
of view.2
Rather than analysing the structure of the Brussels service sector in terms of the use 
or type of occupation of buildings, we shall focus above all on the evolution of the 
spatial extent of the office stock, and more particularly on the logic behind the 
choice of location. Whilst the overall surface area of offices increased from 
500,000 m² in 1950 to more than 12.5 million m² in 2008, the areas where offices 
are located have multiplied, evolving from a compact region in the east of the pen-
tagon area towards a fragmented polycentric structure which extends beyond the 
regional boundaries. With respect to the size of the city and its population, the office 
stock is exceptionally large.
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1 An office is defined as a space in which activities are conducted for:
- the administration, management or secretariat of a company, a public service, a self-
employed worker or a shopkeeper
- a liberal profession, excluding medical and paramedical professions
- intellectual service companies, excluding activities involving the provision of material services 
(goods storage, cleaning services, breakdown and maintenance services, etc.)
2  The present study was conducted in the framework of the publication of a collective work: 
DE BEULE M. & DESSOUROUX C. (2009), Bruxelles, ses bureaux, ses employés, Ministry of 
the Brussels-Capital Region & La Fonderie, special issue of Review of office property, Brussels, 
256 pp. (table of contents available on the Review of office property website). It has, however, 
been revised and expanded with respect to the referenced work.
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The historical and geographical analysis presented here takes into consideration 
only the buildings and building complexes whose gross above-ground floor area3 
equals at least 1,000 m² of offices. The many smaller offices scattered throughout 
the city were not considered because they did not undergo a systematic verification 
(dating, surface area, occupation). They nevertheless represent approximately 14% 
of the total office stock.
The information on the office buildings comes from a database created as part of 
the implementation of the Regional Land Use Plan (PRAS; ground survey conducted 
in 1996-1997). It was updated with information on planning permission registered by 
the regional authorities in charge of the Review of office property. Various adapta-
tions and verifications of the database (dating, occupied surface area, number of car 
parks, uses, etc.) were carried out in 2008 and 2009 using information from different 
sources (consultancy firms, estate agents, field verifications, municipal archives, 
etc.).
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3  Floor area: the total surface area of covered floors with headroom of at least 2.2m in all 
rooms, including recessed floors and attics as well as basements with offices or conference 
rooms. This does not include underground levels used for car parks, cellars, technical equip-
ment, archives and storage. The gross surface area is equal to the sum of the floor area on 
each floor, walls and common spaces included, in contrast to the net surface area, which 
excludes common spaces (technical spaces, toilets, corridors, lift shafts, stairwells, etc.). 
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8,500 269,000 22,500 39,000 108,600 150,200 179,400 535,200
2,600 6,500 5,200 8,000 31,700 122,400 152,700 329,000
3,900 8,300 9,500 6,600 1,100 13,200 13,100 55,700
21,600 95,000 119,300 179,400 630,200 1,583,400 3,649,300 6,278,300
6,400 27,000 29,400 28,400 42,700 77,900 138,000 349,800
1,900 9,400 9,300 8,700 30,700 161,000 141,900 362,900
8,200 25,500 25,100 27,500 29,600 13,400 0 129,300
2,300 4,200 7,700 6,400 0 0 0 20,600
15,400 73,200 67,200 49,100 94,600 164,700 490,300 954,400
5,000 14,300 7,400 9,700 4,400 19,300 0 60,100
2,700 8,000 4,600 4,300 7,100 4,900 0 31,600
6,600 29,900 30,300 29,300 36,600 29,500 222,800 385,100
7,000 33,100 23,200 26,000 55,300 84,300 280,700 509,500
2,000 9,000 8,900 11,800 35,400 55,400 711,800 834,300
15,800 78,600 78,500 56,500 92,700 69,700 434,600 826,400
18,800 54,300 42,300 29,300 37,700 55,700 10,400 248,300
2,600 4,900 3,700 3,300 9,300 64,000 151,500 239,400
6,800 19,200 19,600 13,500 32,000 159,600 179,600 430,200
4,700 14,000 18,300 13,600 17,600 70,900 54,000 193,000
142,700 541,400 532,000 550,500 1,297,300 2,899,400 6,810,100 12,773,200
Figure 1: Surface area of offices per building size category and municipality (in m²)
Source: Review of office property (Ministry of the Brussels-Capital Region), personal calculations
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Small buildings (< 1,000 m2)
Medium buildings (1,000-3,499 m2)
Large buildings (3,500-9,999 m2)
Very large buildings (≧10,000 m2)
Figure 2: Relative share of different office building size categories in the global building stock per municipality
Source: Review of office property (Ministry of the Brussels-Capital Region), personal calculations
The figure indicates, first of all, the relative share of the surface area of offices with respect to the total developed 
surface area of each municipality, with all municipalities combined. The proportion occupied by offices in Brussels 
(26.2% of the total developed surface area) and especially in Saint-Josse (37.6%) – a small municipality in the inner 
ring directly adjacent to the Central Business District – is very high. The municipalities located outside the areas fa-
voured by offices – especially those located in the western part of the city – have very low percentages.
The figure also indicates the relative share of each building size category in the office stock. High-rises are over-
represented in the municipalities of Brussels and Saint-Josse, thus increasing the percentage of very large buildings, 
whereas the municipalities located further from the centre have relatively a high number of average-sized and large 
buildings, which is typical of the business parks and semi-detached offices which are commonly found there.
The dates indicated refer to the construction of the building (in the case of office 
buildings created for this purpose) or to the first occupation by offices (in the case of 
buildings which had another use originally). In the case of construction on a plot 
which used to be occupied by offices, only the date of the new building is retained. 
This results in an underestimation of surface areas from before 1960.
An interpretation over time: the evolution in the choice of office location
Whilst investments in the construction/renovation of offices were negligible with re-
spect to investments in the manufacturing and industrial sector before the Second 
World War (De Beule 1994; Vandermotten & Marissal 1998), they have reached an 
average of more than 3 billion euros per year in Brussels today. This evolution has 
followed the economic cycles of the past 50 years, but the share of offices (private 
and public) in productive investments as a whole has continued to increase, reveal-
ing long-term dynamics beyond the economic cycles, related to the development of 
the service sector of the economy in general and the role of Brussels as a driving 
force in administrative, command and management activities at Belgian level in par-
ticular. This evolution is not linear and the growth factors are variable. The position 
and role of stakeholders (owners, developers, investors, occupants) and the geo-
graphical rationale behind office locations change continuously (Laconte 1978; 
Mérenne-Schoumaker 1991; Recollecte 1994). An analysis of the past allows these 
changes to be mapped and gives meaning to the current geographical structure.
Before 1960: The emergence of the first administrative districts
For centuries, Brussels has enjoyed great political and economic authority, which is 
reflected in the presence of many official buildings concentrated in the upper city, 
around Brussels Park, Place Royale and Sablon. The designation of Brussels as the 
capital of Belgium in 1831 prompted the growth of the administrative function. With 
the development of the role of the state, as well as financial institutions and the large 
Belgian capital, the number of administrative and management buildings in Brussels 
grew, occupying manors and new buildings built for such use. Most private compa-
nies and public bodies owned their buildings. They paid special attention to the ar-
chitecture of their head office or headquarters, which conveyed their image. Let us 
mention, among others, the Railway Ministry (1889-1892, Rue de Louvain), the Shell 
Building (1931-1934, Rue Ravenstein), the Banque Nationale de Belgique (1948-
1953, Boulevard de Berlaimont) and the Caisse Générale d’Épargne et de Retraite 
(1947-1953, Rue du Fossé-aux-Loups).
Until the 1950s, the big administrative buildings were concentrated within a limited 
area comprising the Brussels Park area (the age-old location of political and eco-
nomic powers), the area around the cathedral (financial centre which emerged at the 
end of the 19th century), the small ring and the Léopold quarter (former middle-class 
and aristocratic residential neighbourhood which began to undergo changes during 
the interwar years). They constitute the first service sector hubs – still scattered – 
where the Central Business District (the central neighbourhoods where the main 
service activities were concentrated) would later become established. The buildings 
were erected according to a traditional urban system, terraced along each street, 
although the more recent buildings (mainly those along the North-South junction) 
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Figure 3: Evolution in the spatial extent of offices














The centrality and proximity of the main political and financial bodies were the es-
sential factors which determined location. The city centre was thus the area where 
most offices were concentrated. This is explained by the accumulation of various 
externalities, in particular the existence of specialised labour and the reduction in the 
cost of information access and exchange (services provided, advice, exchange of 
documents, etc.).
1960-1975: The birth of the office market in Brussels
The prosperity and development of the service sector of the economy, the interna-
tionalisation of the capital (establishment of the provisional seat of the European 
institutions in 1958, the political seat of NATO in 1967 and many foreign firms), and 
in particular the emergence of a major office market following the arrival of the first 
British investors and developers, had a considerable impact on the urban land-
scape.
The birth of the real estate market was based on rental and speculative products, 
and had a major impact on the service sector geography. More and more office 
buildings were being built for marketing purposes with no prior knowledge of the 
final user (turnkey construction). This led to a certain standardisation and functionali-
sation of buildings and a levelling out of their architectural quality.
As a real estate asset, office buildings developed with respect to their ground rent, 
which caused new factors in terms of location to intervene: cheaper plots, easy 
access by car or public transport (metro and train), etc. Although the old factors 
were still important, the new real estate programmes had more autonomy in terms 
of location, all the more so since a regulatory framework did not exist yet in the area 
of land use designation. That being the case, the spatial structures of service sector 
production were influenced by the speculative logic of investors more than by the 
choice of future occupants, ‘by overvaluing the most dynamic urban areas which 
ensure the best return on investment’ (Crouzet 2003).
The intensification of service sector development, accompanied by the urban exo-
dus of the middle classes beguiled by the idea of a suburban dwelling, had a major 
impact on the city: pollution caused by road traffic and the demolition of thousands 
of dwellings in the historic urban fabric replaced by bigger modern buildings, includ-
ing the multiple high-rises – most of which were erected during a relatively short 
period between 1965 and 1975 (Demey 2008). The weak regulation of the market, a 
muddled urbanistic policy and the weak resistance exerted by the residential func-
tion intervened more or less, but the expansion of office buildings was a reality at 
the time.
The service sector hubs around the Léopold quarter, Brussels Park and the North-
South junction grew, forming a true monofunctional area: the Central Business Dis-
trict. The centre of Brussels experienced a relative loss of activity with respect to real 
estate production in the areas further from the centre. New office complexes were 
built in areas still close to the centre, with a high proportion located in municipalities 
in the eastern and southern parts of the city. They appeared above all along major 
roads, where a more or less continuous series of office buildings mixed with retail 
business activities and dwellings, i.e. Avenue Louise, Avenue de Tervueren and Ave-
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nue de Cortenbergh. The existence of rapid transport infrastructures (development 
of the metro and urban motorways), the urbanistic framework and the qualification 
profile of the population are probable explanations for real estate developers’ enthu-
siasm for these locations.
The North quarter – which was razed almost entirely to make room for the Manhat-
tan plan – is a vast international business area proposed in the 1960s, and was 
supposed to add to the growing real estate offer in the area near the centre. The 
economic crisis and sluggish market in the 1970s made the area one of the most 
resounding real estate failures.
It is also during this time that the first hubs located further from the centre appeared, 
as a result of a transfer of service activities from central areas. Two different proc-
esses may be observed:
• From the end of the 1960s, there was an emergence of buildings built and occu-
pied by their owners in a prestigious landscaped setting which was easily acces-
sible by car (for example the Royale Belge on Boulevard du Souverain, Glaverbel 
and CBR on Chaussée de La Hulpe). Concerned about the image conveyed by 
the architecture and setting of their building, the occupants’ reasoning with re-
spect to real estate was in line with that which prevailed until the 1950s, trans-
posed to a landscaped setting, close to the neighbourhoods where the executive 
and managerial staff lived.
• There was a more general move of office buildings – built in a rather unexcep-
tional architectural style – further from the centre in the 1970s, as a result of a 
speculative process initiated by real estate market stakeholders who were bank-
ing on the advantages of accessibility by car and suburban workers (Rue de 
Stalle, Boulevard Léopold III, the Woluwe Valley). Semi-detached construction4 
was the preferred choice, rather than the classic terraced buildings along the 
street line.
There was therefore a first phase of strong growth in production organised geo-
graphically according to a general process of dispersal from the inner ring and outer 
ring, favouring a precise series of locations, whilst preserving the traditional features 
of choice of location. The western part of the city – traditionally working-class and 
industrial – however, experienced only a marginal increase in the number of offices.
1975-1990: A first crisis followed by a recovery
The end of the 1970s was marked by a first overproduction crisis which led to a 
decrease in office production volume. This decrease affected the central neighbour-
hoods above all, to the benefit of areas further from the centre, which confirmed the 
momentum of growth recorded since the 1960s. As such, the polycentric character 
of office production was reaffirmed, whereas the centre became somewhat less 
popular, apart from the Léopold quarter, where the European institutions and foreign 
companies were located. Several elements help explain the temporary lull in the 
Brussels Studies
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4 A semi-detached construction refers to a group of buildings within a block, located at a dis-
tance from the road and from neighbouring buildings. The alignment with respect to the street 
is usually respected. See the type map presenting the location of offices on page 21 of DE 
BEULE M. & DESSOUROUX C. (2009).
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market: a decrease in real estate investments related to the oil crisis; a slower in-
crease in administrative jobs; and the appearance of a large number of vacant of-
fices due to several years of overproduction. In addition, the first regulatory land use 
designation plan for the entire urban area of Brussels was adopted in 1979 – the 
Area Plan – which sought to limit development and channel the areas where offices 
were located. Administrative areas were mapped out, confirming an existing situa-
tion and proposing new areas for development further from the centre (in particular 
in Jette, Anderlecht and Schaerbeek), and taking into consideration the polycentric 
relocation of offices in the urban area.
At the end of the 1980s, the existing hubs located further from the centre continued 
to develop (Boulevard Paepsem and Boulevard de la Woluwe) under the impetus of 
foreign companies in particular. Although the Area Plan validated the administrative 
character of some of these hubs, others were located on plots which were initially 
intended for industry or for companies of an urban character. The lack of interest on 
behalf of companies involved in production activities and the success of the first 
administrative establishments transformed some of the industrial areas into business 
parks occupied mainly by offices (Boulevard Paepsem, Boulevard Léopold III, Rue 
Colonel Bourg).
Although it is clear that certain buildings in areas located further from the centre still 
played the card of prestige by choosing quality urban environments and the proxim-
ity of qualified workers, the new units placed more emphasis on the functional char-
acter required by service companies. The buildings usually had an unoriginal design, 
with two or three floors, and were popular in particular among advanced technology 
or creative service companies of all types which were flourishing at this time.
Finally, let us mention the creation of outlying hubs (outside the Region) along the 
ring road, at the junction with the motorways leading to Ghent (Grand-Bigard), 
Zaventem airport (Diegem, Keiberg) and Liège (Lozenberg, Ikaros). The develop-
ment of offices in the outskirts of the city marked an evolution towards a new rela-
tionship between the city and its periphery. High rental prices, age and fittings made 
urban offices less suited to new needs in terms of mobility and flexibility, resulting in 
a process of migration or creation in hubs located further from the centre and in the 
outskirts, which were seen as complementing the Brussels hubs rather than com-
peting with them.
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Since 1990: A certain reorientation of activities
The increase in the number of political and administrative bodies following the re-
gionalisation of the Belgian state, the European Union enlargement, the spatial ex-
pansion of the European institutions (Commission, Parliament, Council, specialist 
committees) and the ageing of the office stock from the 1950s and 1960s have 
triggered intense production and renovation activity5 focused on centrality as well as 
on the development of hubs located further from the centre and in the outskirts. The 
general resumption of activity – out of step with the real estate recession in Europe – 
has had a stimulating effect on office building production.
The North quarter and the area along the canal are developing after a prolonged 
stagnation, the European quarter is expanding and becoming more dense with the 
addition of new EU member states, and the area around the South Station is being 
transformed. In these cases, growth is supported above all by the public, Belgian 
and international sectors. The regional, community, federal and European occupants 
are over-represented in the CBD, the North quarter and the new annexes along the 
canal (KBC, Ministry of the French Community), on Avenue de la Toison d’Or (Public 
Buildings Administration and Ministry of Middle Classes and Agriculture) and on Rue 
des Petits Carmes (FPS of Foreign Affairs).
This redefinition of the offer is also rendered in the development of a series of reno-
vation programmes (modernisation of several office towers, gradual extension of the 
building stock of the European institutions, renovation of the building stock from the 
post-war years), rehabilitation programmes or programmes for the re-allocation of 
important sites (state administrative district, Tour et Taxis) or new buildings which 
reveal a bigger concern about the architectural aspect and the brand image.6 This 
renewal indicates a restructuring of the market towards products which are more 
modern, better equipped and longer lasting,7 thereby acquiring new users or reoc-
cupying dilapidated or under-equipped buildings.
In addition to these office buildings located more in the centre, there are major pro-
grammes in the areas located further from the centre along the Namur motorway in 
Auderghem, Boulevard de la Plaine in Ixelles, Boulevard Industriel in Anderlecht, 
Avenue Marcel Thiry in Woluwé-Saint-Lambert and Rue Colonel Bourg in Evere, 
confirming the appeal of these locations. Accessibility by car and secondarily by 
public transport has played in favour of these areas, which are listed – often a pos-
teriori – as administrative areas in the new regulatory plans (land use map of the 
Brussels Studies
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5 In contrast with the 1990s which were marked by postmodern or even pastiche architecture, 
the past decade has produced more striking architecture, both in the area of renovation (ex-
INR, Place Flagey; Belmont Court, Rue Belliard) and new buildings (Royale-Brialmont building, 
Rue Royale; European Economic and Social Committee and the Committee of the Regions, 
Rue Belliard; Arsenal, Boulevard Louis Schmidt). 
6  On this subject, see the map of modern architectural heritage (MAB) drawn by the SADBr 
(Société des Architectes Diplômés de la Ville de Bruxelles) which presents examples of build-
ings from the second half of the 20th century and the beginning of the 21st century.
7  Although office buildings are not necessarily sustainable in terms of reversibility (reuse as 
housing, equipment, etc.), appreciable efforts have been made in the area of the reduction of 
energy consumption, above all in certain recent buildings. See in particular the article by Vin-
cent Carton in DE BEULE M. & DESSOUROUX C. (2009).
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Counterpoint: reconversions – a recent phenomenon
The reconversion of office buildings into dwellings was almost non-existent at 
the beginning of the 1990s, and has been gaining ground (CLI 1997; BRAT 
2007), in particular in neighbourhoods where such an operation no longer 
generates economic loss due to the rapid increase in the value of residential 
property compared with the value of offices. This is the case in mixed or resi-
dential neighbourhoods in particular, such as Avenue Louise or the city centre, 
where there is a high demand for housing and where access by car, metro or 
train is not as easy.
The reconversions are less straightforward, however, in the areas where there 
is a concentration of of-
fices, despite a high va-
cancy rate. The pro-
nounced specialisation of 
the world of real estate 
development and owner-
ship structure (the office 
market is mainly a rental 
market, whereas the 
housing market is more 
an owner’s market) pre-
vent a rapid amplification 
of the phenomenon (Las-
serre 2009). Currently, 
45,000 m² of housing is 
created annually out of a 
total of 12.5 million m² of 
offices, of which almost 
9% were vacant in 2008 













Figure 4: Operations to reconvert offices of more than 500 m² for other uses, authorised 
between 1997 and 2007.
Source : Review of office property (Ministry of the Brussels-Capital Region)
Regional Area Plan in 1995, followed by the Regional Land Use Plan in 2001). Fur-
thermore, the land use planning policy insisted on limiting the spread of offices in the 
urban fabric to the benefit of specific functional areas situated in the four corners of 
the city.8 We must be careful, however, not to consider the hubs located further from 
the centre and in the outskirts of the city9 as new centralities competing with the city 
centre, in as much as they are lacking in terms of facilities or functional variety. In-
stead, a specialisation is under way: the central areas and certain hubs located fur-
ther from the centre tend to emphasise their role as urban referent for financial and 
real estate activities, liberal professions and public bodies, whereas the hubs located 
further from the centre and in the outskirts of the city attract activities related to in-
dustrial production, storage, commerce, media, research/development and ad-
vanced technology.
Assessment
Following this diachronic analysis, it may be observed that the geographical devel-
opment of real estate production shows relative continuity throughout the entire 
period: in addition to a constant increase in the occupied surface area, there is a 
gradual spatial expansion. Concentric or axial growth may be observed, starting at 
the original political and economic command centre, followed by a relative decrease 
of central neighbourhoods in the volume of production due to the emergence of 
secondary hubs in areas further from the centre and in the eastern and southern 
outskirts of Brussels. These office complexes are located in very different urban 
environments and have characteristics specific to the activities which are carried out 
there. However, the traditional areas are still the main hubs for service sector activity, 
whilst maintaining the strong dichotomy between the upper and lower city and the 
western and eastern parts of the city. Since the office market is to a large extent the 
result of speculative initiatives which, at least at first, were weakly regulated, it is not 
surprising to see a significant under-representation of the traditionally manufacturing 
and working-class neighbourhoods with an immigrant population located west of 
the canal, which have been excluded from economic development since their de-
industrialisation, with the exception of Avenue du Port.
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8  The new areas for potential office development (e.g. West Station, Josaphat Station, 
Schaerbeek-Formation) will be discussed in more detail in the forthcoming article by M. De 
Beule in the next issue of Brussels Studies.
9 According to estimates, there are between 1.5 and 1.9 million m2 of offices in the outskirts of 
Brussels (Vandermotten 2009).
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Perspectives
Today, the office market is dominated by the presence of Belgian and international 
public administrative and political bodies, in addition to the activities directly related 
to the presence of the EU (liaison offices, lobbies, diplomatic missions, NGOs, etc.), 
as well as the financial sector and business services. The structure of the Belgian 
economy, with a weak presence of large national companies and the recent blows 
to the national banking institutions following the financial crisis, have made the pres-
ence of the European institutions the main driving force behind the Brussels econ-
omy, including the market sector. 
The nature of companies established in Brussels is the direct reflection of this: they 
are not headquarters of big transnational companies but rather their European or 
national branches, as well as consultancy firms or commercial law firms in connec-
tion with the companies located in the European capital.
In as much as the services related to the presence of the EU seek close proximity 
with these institutions, for a long time they have been concentrated in the area lo-
cated between Cinquantenaire Park and the boulevards of the inner ring. This geo-
graphical centrality is also seen with the Belgian federal, regional and community 
administrations, which favour the proximity of public transport interchanges rather 
than a relocation to outlying areas. On the whole, the choice of outlying areas con-
cerns above all research and development activities and advanced technology or 
creative services (Vandermotten et al. 2007) which have undergone rapid develop-
ment since the creation of the first industrial areas in the outskirts of Brussels in the 
1970s. A certain functional polarisation of the office stock may therefore be ob-
served: on the one hand, there are the central hubs, and on the other, there are the 
complexes located further from the centre and in the outskirts, with both maintaining 
a complementary rather than a competitive relationship.
Each location presents a series of comparative advantages when future urban trans-
formations are taken into account. The Diabolo project (improvement of rail connec-
tions with the Brussels-National Airport), the planned development of the ring road 
and the possible extension of the tram line on Boulevard Léopold III towards the 
airport are attempts to improve – at huge costs – the accessibility of areas located in 
the northeast outskirts of Brussels, which have been accessible almost exclusively 
by car until now.
The Schuman-Josaphat railway connection and the RER, which will be operational 
in a few years, will also redefine the most advantageous locations for the develop-
ment or reorientation of office buildings.
The growing congestion of the main roads and the renewed interest in more central 
locations have prompted new considerations about densification and the construc-
tion of office towers, in particular in immediate proximity to areas well served by 
public transport. The rekindled enthusiasm for office towers – visible since the 
1990s in the North quarter, renamed ‘Espace Nord’ – is not, however, a sign that 
their numbers will increase in the near future. Office towers do not appear to be an 
essential alternative in terms of economic profitability. The pressure on land is not 
particularly strong in Brussels. And as the number of floors increases, the number of 
useable square metres decreases: a large amount of space is required for ducts, the 
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lift mechanism becomes more complex, and management costs increase signifi-
cantly.
The current slow down in economic activity, the relatively high vacancy rates, the 
decrease in the surface area occupied per employee and the energy certification of 
buildings which will soon be compulsory, will also influence the future of office build-
ing production. The residential sector is becoming a stronger urban function, com-
peting with the service sector in certain neighbourhoods. Will the almost constant 
growth of the office stock over the past decades reach a ceiling? Reorientation, 
densification, polycentrism, reconversion and renovation will set the pace for the 
evolution of the building stock in the years to come. If the service sector maintains 
its relevance for and within the city, for the time being it is difficult to assess the 
scope of future changes. 
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